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Introduction 

 

Disability in the performing arts presents a valuable opportunity to explore the factors that 

inform, shape and develop outputs of cultural policy perspectives. Accessibility within all 

arts sectors is a rapid growth area, as local, state and federal governments within Australia 

and more nations globally expand into this area of policy development. Cultural policy and 

its relationship to disability in the preforming arts provides the mechanisms to effectively 

measure the development of new performance works.  

 

This case study will analyse Back to Back Theatre Companies play, Ganesh Versus the Third 

Reich (GVTR). The theatre company was first established in 1998 and is based in Regional 

Victoria’s the Greater City of Geelong. Back to Back presently consists of an ensemble of six 

actors employed within the company (Back to Back, 2012). The theatre companies’ broader 

objectives are to represent a leading voice in contemporary theatre. Disability is not overtly 

mentioned on the companies’ website and only briefly referred to on their Facebook page 

(Back to Back Theatre Facebook, 2017). Back to Back’s statements indicates that it works 

with actors who are formed from a “unique ensemble of actors ‘perceived’ to have a 

disability” (Back to Back Theatre, 2017). The companies’ goals include creating performance 

works that explore “moral, philosophical and political” themes and strive to position the 

company as a provocateur, de-stigmatising disability.  

 

Cultural policy frameworks across local, state and federal levels of government provide clear 

signifiers that attribute to the success, critical acceptance and acclaim of this production. This 

case study explores GVTR, a performance work developed over a period of 6 years and first 

performed in 2011 (Grehan and Eckersall, 2014, p. 210). The production toured nationally 

and internationally until 2014. Back to Back set out with the specific project goal for this 

production to represent relationships and the subtle forms of abuse and power, challenging 

actor relationship dynamics (Back to Back Theatre, 2012). The synopsis outlines this work as 

a provocation, a “fable of crossed histories, lost myths and the wrath of a god scorned” (Back 

to Back Theatre Facebook, 2017). The work was first presented in 2011 as a co-production 

with Melbourne Festival, performed at the Malthouse Theatre (Back to Back Theatre, 2017). 

The production was a watershed for the company increasing its reputational and financial 

outputs.  
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Conceptual Framework 

 

There are many fields of academic studies detailing examples of learning contexts, 

accessibility to the arts and disability social inclusions. There are however, only a few 

examples related to cultural policy and professional theatre companies with a focus on 

disability arts. Disability arts and the role disabled artists play in contemporary theatre is an 

emerging field. Therefore, availability of academic literature focussing on the cultural policy 

of disability performing arts returns limited search results.  

 

Some specific academic sources outlining the GVTR production and Back to Back’s work 

have been identified. For example, the book, ‘We’re people who do shows’ Back to Back 

Theatre, performance, politics, visibility, demonstrates the outcomes of Australia Research 

Council (ARC). ARC is a Commonwealth Government entity focussing on research and 

grants programs (Australian Government, 2017). The book was an output of the Discovery 

Project a collaboration with Murdoch University (Grehan and Eckersall, 2013, p.v). Grehan 

& Eckersall (2013) explain the text is a curation of academic essays analysing the social 

impacts, interviews and script of the GVTR production.  

 

Calvert, an academic from the University of Huddersfield in the UK, researches performers 

with disability. His research explores the social significance of theatre work created by 

disability focussed theatre companies, such as, Back to Back and Mind the Gap (hud.ac.uk). 

Calvert (2016, p.19) provides a dialytic description of GVTR and the audience perceptions of 

its actor’s ability to deconstruct clear definitions of “actor, individual, learning disabled icon 

or character”. This journal article, strongly argues the success measure of Back to Back’s 

objective to present actors with a ‘perceived’ disability as fully integrated members of society 

that have achieved social inclusions.     

 

Professor Petra Kuppers from the University of Michigan, USA, research interests include 

performance and disability studies. Kuppers (2014) book, studying disability arts & culture: 

presents approaches to the creative practise of artists with disability. This includes a case 

study of Back to Back, referencing GVTR as a benchmark performance work for other 

disability performance groups. 
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Hargrave, a Senior Lecturer in Performing Arts, at the University of Northumbria, UK, has 

worked with Mind the Gap theatre company. His research interest is to raise the profile of 

under-represented disabled performers (Northumbria.ac.uk). Hargrave and Basingstoke 

(2015, p.34), argues that narrow definitions of actors with disability has the potential to solely 

define performance works “as an extension of the social care system.” As this framework 

suggests, two types of definitions emerged within disability performing arts as either 

‘therapeutic’ or ‘social’ theatre with the objective of empowering groups around political and 

social issues or “social change personal development and community building” (p.35).  

 

Arendell (2015,  p.xi) an academic from Missouri State University USA, writes from the 

perspective of an artist with a disability within performing arts contexts and explores 

cognitive disability changes in 20th century performance. Newsinger & Green (2016) peer 

reviewed journal art explores arts policy and practice for disabled children & young people 

towards a spectrum approach. 

 

The knowledge gap in this research has uncovered limited examples of academic 

documentation specifically related to cultural policy and disability performing arts. Much of 

the academic literature explores outputs and the professional development required to 

working with disabled individuals in performing arts organisations. Limited analysis 

pinpoints the arena of cultural policy and disability in the performing arts. To overcome this 

limitation, annual reports, literature reviews, publicity materials (newspaper articles and 

videos) have been utilised to inform this research.     

 

Research Question and Methodologies  

 

Empirical research has been performed to identify specific examples of professional 

development literature and data that emphasises good examples of disability policy. My 

exploration encompassed cultural policy inclusions related to disability arts (and disability 

policy more broadly). In answering my research question, I have explored cultural policy 

frameworks that have informed the development of GVTR. This approach applied in-depth 

analysis of the specific social inclusion factors and indicators of artistic success underpinning 

the development of this work. The uncovering of raw data has identified the effective 

measurements that provides the contextual background of this play. This data and 
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measurements incudes the identifying indicators of success, artistic and economic measures 

of GVTR.  

 

This research provides the background to my analysis within the field of disability 

performing arts. My methodological approach has explored key cultural policy frameworks 

informing Back to Back’s work. As a result of this research, I have Identified key pieces of 

professional literature that clearly provides direct examples, data and measurements of this 

project. My research question explores what are the kinds of economic, reputation 

management and professional development indicators informing Back to Back’s production 

of GVTR and links between cultural policies and the projects goals?   

 

Findings & Discussions  

 

Economic Indicators: If you speak German, we’ll give you our money   

 

Raw data provides a clear illustration of the key economic indicators that have contributed to 

the success of GVTR. In 2010-11 the Victoria Government invested $580 million funding 

into the arts sector (KPMG Arts Victoria, 2011). This investment returned a direct value add 

of $6.1 billion in economic growth, return on the investment in the cultural sector. Arts 

Victoria cite Back to Back within their financial reporting as a direct contributor to the return 

on their funding investment into the performing arts sector.  

 

 
Figure 2, 

KPMG Arts Victoria 2011, Total value add in the arts 2010-11 
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Back to Back’s main income is earned via touring, philanthropic trusts, foundations and 

government funding (Back to Back, 2012, p. 36). GVTR income, funding and philanthropic 

supports are derived from a mix of local, nation and international entities. Initial development 

funding for this project was attained from both government and philanthropic donors, 

including:  

 

• Australian Government, Australia Council (funding and advisory body) 

• Victorian Government (Creative Victoria previously Arts Victoria) 

• City of Melbourne (local level government) 

• Sidney Myer Fund (philanthropic foundation) 

• Keir Foundation, 2009 Kit Denton Fellowship (philanthropic foundation) 

• National Theatre Studio London (Arts Council England) (National Theatre.org.uk)  

• Geelong Performing Arts Centre (local level government) 

• Goethe-Institute Melbourne (government body) (p.36) 

 

At local level, the city of Melbourne is identified as a primary funding partner for this work. 

Details of the company’s finances report direct funding attained from project grants and 

engagement with private sector funding in 2014. This analysis has identified that increased 

revenue from private sector funding has increased the main economic measurements of the 

company, blending performance income, organisational and individual project grants and 

private sector income streams (Back to Back, 2014). 

 
Figure 1, 

Back to Back, 2014, New Works Funding in 2014. 
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Indirect support for the project was received from the Goethe Institute which promotes 

German language by supporting mutual cultural understanding in theatre and the performing 

arts. Matarasso and Landry (1999, p.31) explain a country may use the external mechanism 

of a Goethe Institute for the promotion of its cultural heritage. German language and 

iconography are featured within GVTR’s content and have in this instance provided Back to 

Back with an opportunity to achieve the organisational goal of attaining “diversified financial 

base via income earn from public and private” supports (Back to Back, 2012, p.2).   

 

Matarasso and Landry (1999, p. 35) also suggest increasing recognition of artist with 

disabilities assist countries to promote cultural wealth and confidence perceptions to others. 

The economic success of GVTR contributed to the result of Back to Back receiving a 

$800,000 international touring grant from the Australian Federal government (Cooke, 2016). 

Back to Back’s touring schedule helps to promote Australia’s image and soft power position 

as a generous social welfare country supporting inclusion of Australian’s living with a 

disability. The economic success of GVTR enabled Back to Back globally to build effective 

financial partnerships resulting in achieving measurements for its economic success.      

 

Reputation Management: Geelong, Zurich and a Green Room 

 

Organisational goals have informed the development of GVTR assisting to position the 

companies’ reputation. Global recognition was achieved for producing a high quality 

performing arts outcome. The companies’ organisational goal was to construct and present a 

new performance work challenging “theatrical, social and political” conventions. Other 

organisational objectives include demonstrating leadership that supports artists and applies 

sustainability measures on the companies’ resources and activities (Back to Back, 2012). In 

achieving these organisational goals, GVTR was presented on a local, regional, national and 

international touring schedule, including London International festival of Theatre (2012), 

Under the Radar Festival New York (2013), Edinburgh International Festival (2014), South 

America, Asia and dates across regional Australia. Gladwin (Back to Back, 2012, p. 1), the 

companies Artistic Director explains the swift success of this touring program had a direct 

result on enhancing the companies global reputation, and resulted in the measurements of:  

• 3 Green Room Awards  

• Helpmann Award for Best Australian play 
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• National Disability Enterprise Award for Excellence  

• Melbourne Festival Age Critics Award (2011)  

 

Back to Back’s use of cultural policy frameworks through meaningful engagements has 

enabled its reputational development, positioning the company as renowned and 

internationally recognised. During the initial development of GVTR, the company built 

relationships with Melbourne based organisations, such as, Malthouse Theatre and the City of 

Melbourne. Cultural policies within the City of Melbourne include Arts Victoria’s, Disability 

Action Plan. Arts Victoria Disability Action Policy (2006) states that it seeks to promote 

community engagement and employment opportunities within arts contexts. The policies 

objective promotes individuals with disability greater access and inclusion into the arts within 

the state. This policy document details key legislation driving policy directions in the City of 

Melbourne including: 

• Victorian Disability Act 2006 

• Arts Victoria Act 1972 

• The Victorian Charter of Human Rights 

 

Back to Back’s role as an advocate for artists with disability, delivers on the key outcomes 

that are outlined in Arts Victoria’s disability action plan and more broadly in the Disability 

and Arts Acts of Victoria. It does this by providing a platform for disabled artists to be 

recognised in the field of the performing arts and engaged in paid employment. A literature 

review commissioned by the Victorian State Government, identified key’s to “supporting and 

developing” participation amongst individuals with disability, requires strategically 

overcoming barriers to arts participation (Arts Victoria, 2008, p.3). Back to Backs reputation 

is built on both supporting and developing new performance works, such as GVTR and 

achieved unique ways for artists with disability to overcome barriers to engage in the arts 

sector.  

 

Professional Development: Awards, freak-seeker moments, “just let me speak” 

 

National and International success measures have positioned the GVTR ensemble to receive 

critical acclaim for their performance work and measuring their professional development. 

Success indicators include 2012, the GVTR ensemble won the Green Room award for best 
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ensemble performance in Alternative and Hybrid Performance category (Back to Back, 

2017). This was followed by a number 4 ranking in the Guardian UK’s top 10 of theatre in 

2014 (Back to Back, 2014, p. 2). These success indicators demonstrate that GVTR has been 

effective in facilitating professional development for the ensemble artists.  

 

Overcoming scepticisms and the preconceived notions of ability, marks a pivotal point in the 

development of this work. Ensemble member Scott Price explains the importance of the 

performing arts as a platform in providing artists freedoms of self-expression and “not to be 

oppressed” (Grehan and Eckersall, 2014, p. 258). Through the development of GVTR, Back 

to Back provided forums for Price to express his ‘strong political views” and his right to 

freedom of speech (p.258). After touring a previous work, Price (and the other ensemble 

members) were confronted by scepticisms that questioned the ensemble’s capacity to create 

the high standard and sophisticated theatrical work produced by Back to Back. The 

development of GVTR used this exchange to address the “parodic representations of power 

relationships” (p.211). The company skilfully uses arts policy to develop work that places 

artists with disability centrally to overcome barriers and preconceived notions of ability. 

Prior, a board member representing the ensemble, explains the company promotes ensemble 

members as professional artists who both challenge conventional representations of disability 

as professional artists (Grehan and Eckersall, 2014, p. 210).  

 

The ensemble was given tools to grow as artists and equipped with the inclusion challenges 

of risk taking and creative problem solving. The actors employ tactics within GVTR to 

challenge audience conventions about perceived disability. For example, within this play the 

audiences is positioned by the ensemble in the role of ‘freak-seekers’ within the context of a 

play within a play (Hargrave and Basingstoke, 2015, p.131). The perspective of the audience 

as a spectator, confronts traditional conventions and ideals of professional performing artists. 

This provides the ensemble artists an opportunity to develop into professional actors. 

Empowered by this opportunity and ‘the dignity of risk’ the ensemble is given the space for 

professional development to “tolerate uncertainty’ and navigate creative difference (Grehan 

and Eckersall, 2014, p. 213). Live performance platforms present real challenges for the 

actors to overcome in the building of their professional capability skills. 
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Conclusion 
 

This case study has explored the policy frameworks informing the development of this 

performance work. This included analysis of funding modes which blended performance 

income, organisational and individual project streams. As a result, a swift success occurred as 

a direct result of the touring program, fostering an increased global reputation and awards. 

Parallel was drawn between arts policy and the companies’ ability to engage within its 

parameters meaningfully.  

 

Success indicators demonstrated that GVTR was effective in facilitating professional 

development opportunities for artists with disabilities. However, a research gap throughout 

this literature is the actual provision of care that goes into supporting artists with disabilities, 

including travel costs and other obstacles. Further opportunities for research can address this 

gap, the analysis can be approached from a federal government perspective as the 

introduction of the National Disability Insurance Scheme, will be an important national social 

policy ensuring the economic supports are in place for Australian’s living with a disability. 

Given more time and availability of appropriate resources, further exploration into this 

research gap cab be addressed. These questions not addressed in academic literature, as I 

have indicated earlier is a result of the emerging nature of this field. This analysis has 

however, identified that key economic and reputation measurements can be pinpointed to the 

success of this project.  
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